
Appsis – Use Cases 
 

1. Appsis Introduction 

1.1. Modules 
Appsis is a tool that contains a number of different functional parts (modules): 

 Bank accounts Document No. 

 Extension Fixed Assets list 

 Fiscal limit 

 Easy application 

 Save recurring purchase/sales lines 

 Change dimensions of posted entries 

 Fiche 281.50 

 Setup a standard type for purchase/sales lines and a standard quantity = 1 

 Block Shipping/Invoicing or both for specific users and specific documents 

 Structured reference 

 Debt management 

 Checks when posting the purchase invoice 

 Checks mandatory dimensions on G/L Accounts 

 Merge VAT Registration No. and Enterprise No. 

 Approval Vendor Bank Accounts 

 Approval posted purchase invoices 

 Various finance improvements 

 Modifications for finance related screens 
 
In this document, a use-case will be described for each of these modules. 
 

1.2. Environment 
This use-case example can be followed using a fresh Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central sandbox 
environment with the Belgian localization. This example is described in English but should also work in 
the NLB and FRB language configuration. 
 

1.3. Extensions 
Appsis comes as a single Business Central Extension. To Install the extension, you search for Appsis 
Finance Setup in the navigation bar. There you click on Open installation wizard. 
 

 



Installation wizard 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 



2. Bank Account Document Number 

2.1. Description 
This feature makes it easy to consult the last used document number of a certain Bank Account. In 
addition, on the Financial Journals, it is possible to use the same Document No. for multiple lines. 
 

2.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension. Navigating to the Appsis Finance Setup, 
there is a boolean to Auto copy the Document No. in the Financial Journals. 
 

 
This boolean indicates that the Document No. will only increase when you post the Financial Journal and 
not when you create a new line. 
 
In standard Business Central, if wanted, a No. Series can be linked to the Financial Journal. This is set up 
in the General Journal Templates. 
 

2.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the Bank Account Card, the field Last Used Doc. Number displays the number of the last bank 
account statement that was reconciled with this bank account. 
Besides, on the Financial Journal for that bank account, the Document No. Last Statement and the 
Document No. Current Statement are displayed. 
 
The Document No. Last Statement is for informative purposes only and displays the Document No. that 
was used for the last posting in this journal.  
When a No. Series is linked to the Financial Journal the Document No. Current Statement will be filled 
with the next document no of the No. Series. If no No. Series is setup, Appsis will look at the Document 
No. Last Statement as a number and will increment it with 1 to get the Document No. Current 
Statement. When entering a different Document No. in the Document No. Current Statement-field, 
Business Central will ask the user if he wishes to update the lines. 



 

 
 
Thanks to the functionality to Copy document numbers on the financial journal, for each added line in 
the financial journal, the same Document No. will be used (instead of an incrementing Document No. for 
each new line).  
 

2.4. Alternate flow 
When choosing to Import Bank Statement (XML/CAMT) in the Financial Journals, the Document No. On 
the first line will be copied on all lines. Where in Standard Business Central the document No. Will 
increment with 1 for every imported line.  
 
To import a Bank Statement you can find a file attached to this document (BankStatement_Test). To 
import the XML file you go to Bank > Import Bank Statement. 
 

 
 
After importing the bank statement you can see that the document number on all the lines is the same.  



 

 
 
If you now post (go to Process > Post) the payments the document number on the financial journals will 
increase by 1. 
 

 
 

 



3. Extension Fixed Assets list 
Three columns have been added to the Fixed assets list.  

 Acquisition Value 

 Depreciations  

 Book Value  
 

By having these columns, you have a sort of ‘light’ depreciation table. This can be exported to Excel.  
It is also possible to click on the amounts to get an overview of all related fixed assets entries.  
 

 
 

 



4. Fiscal restriction 

4.1. Description  
Nowadays tax restrictions are inevitable. The example below will be based on costs of leasing cars, but 
this can also be used for different restrictions. By using this functionality, the non-deductible VAT will be 
filled in automatically on the purchase invoice based on the specific tax restrictions.  
With the current change that restrictions must be made based on the license plate, this add-on will 
certainly come in handy. 

4.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  

A. The G/L Account 
In this example there is a cost for leasing cars. Before you go to the Fiscal Restrictions you first have to 
create a G/L account ‘611 300 Leasing Cars’. Therefore, you go to the Chart of Accounts. There you can 
create a new G/L account.  
 

 
 

 
 
On the G/L Account Card you have the option Mandatory Detailing of Tax Restriction. This will specify if 
the fiscal restriction is mandatory. 



 
 

B. Fiscal Restrictions Categories 
It is possible to create Categories related to fiscal restrictions. This works analogous to the article 
categories. It is also possible to translate the fiscal restriction attributes and the fiscal restriction 
attribute values. To add a Category, you navigate to Fiscal Restriction Categories. There you can choose 
how many categories you would like to add to the fiscal restriction.  
 

 
 

 
 



After setting up the fiscal restriction categories you can navigate to Fiscal Restrictions. Then you add the 
Fiscal Restriction Category to each restriction. In this example the category you add to the fiscal 
restrictions is ‘CAR’. 

 
 

C. Fiscal Restrictions Attributes 
You can not only add categories, but you can also add as many attributes as you want. For example, CO2 
emission, transmission… This information is useful for the calculation of the fiscal restrictions of cars. 
To go to Attributes you first navigate to Fiscal Restriction Attributes. 
 

 
 
There you can add different attributes with its related Values. For example, the attribute ‘transmission’ 
has the values benzine, diesel, electric. 
 

 
 



 
You can also add the attributes directly to the categories. Therefore, you go to the Category Card and 
there you add the attributes.  
 

 
 
Furthermore, the translation option has been foreseen for the fiscal restrictions attributes as for the 
categories. 
 

 
 



D. Fiscal Restrictions  
If you want to add a fiscal restriction for example, for the leasing of cars, you go to Fiscal Restrictions 
and you add the restriction for each car. In this example three cars are leased. For each car you fill in the 
license plate. This will be used as a Code for the fiscal restriction. Then you can add a Description, 
Purchase Date, Purchase Price, Category and the Deductibility Percentage. This percentage is based on 
the different attributes you add to the restriction. 

 
 

4.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough)  
When you receive the Purchase Invoice of the costs related to the leasing of the cars you create this 
invoice in Business Central. You go to Purchase Invoices > New.  
  

 
 
You select the Vendor and fill in the Vendor Invoice Number. 
 



 
Then you fill in the G/L account, Quantity and Fiscal Restriction Code. When you fill in the fiscal 
restriction, the Non Deductible VAT Percentage will be filled in automatically. 
 

 
 



  



5. Easy Application 
Thanks to this feature you can now easily apply invoices and payments of customers or vendors. This is 
an example for the customers, but works equal for vendors. First you go to a Customer Card. There you 
go to Process > Visual Apply Entries. 
 

 
 
In this screen, you can visually apply entries. On your left you see the open entries and on the right, you 
see the customers payments. There you can easily apply an invoice to a payment. It is also possible to 
apply multiple invoices with a payment. In this example you can see an invoice with the amount of 
387,41 EUR. The amount of the invoice equals the amount of the payment. If you now tick the boxes, 
you can apply the amounts. You click on Apply and the entries are applied. 
You can not only apply invoices and payments but also invoices and credit memos. This works just like 

the payments.

 



  



6. Save recurring purchase/sales lines 

6.1. Description 
Recurring purchase/sales lines serve to quickly post repetitive postings (often for utilities such as water, 
electricity, telephone costs) on a monthly basis. In standard Business Central this is done by linking a 
standard purchase/sales code to a vendor or customer. These standard purchase/sales codes contain 
predefined lines, possibly including an amount. A vendor or customer can have multiple recurring 
purchase/sales lines set up. 
 
Instead of creating recurring purchase/sales lines beforehand, this feature allows the user to create 
recurring purchase/sales lines from an unposted document. The feature is available both on purchase 
and sales orders and invoices. 
 

6.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

6.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
To walk through this feature, you will use the example to save recurring sales lines from a sales order. 

First you create a Sales Order. Navigate to Sales Orders > New. 
 
On the sales order you fill in the Sales Lines, for example, item 1906-S and item 1908-S.  
 



 
 
Then you can save these lines as recurring sales lines. Therefore, you go to Actions > Functions > Save 
Recurring Sales Lines.  This will open the Wizard page. 
 

 
 
On the first page of the wizard, the customer is filled in automatically. This customer is used to make the 
link with the standard sales code later in the process. Furthermore, the desired Standard Sales Code 
must also be filled in, possibly with a Standard Sales Description. It is important that the standard sales 
code is not yet in use. 
 



 
 
Click Next. On the second page you will find all the sales lines that were filled in on the sales order. Here 
it is still possible to adjust values, add extra lines etc.  
 

 
Note that the dimension values can also be copied from the sales order (lines). The dimensions that are 
visible depend on the dimensions that are set in the general ledger setup. 
 
If ready, click Next. On the last page you have the possibility to specify how you want to use the 
recurring lines: Manual, Automatic, Always Ask. 
 



 
 
Besides, you can specify the valid ‘From’ and ‘To’ Date as well as the Payment Method and Payment 
Terms. Finally, click Finish. 
 
The recurring sales lines are now saved, and the standard sales code is linked to the selected customer. 
 
When you create a new Sales Order, you will get a notification saying there are recurring sales order 
lines for this customer. Navigate to Sales Orders > New. 

 
 
If you click on Get Recurring Lines you can now choose which lines you want to apply. You choose code 
AC001 and click on OK. For each customer you can add as many codes as you want. 



 

 
 
After clicking OK, you can see the sales lines are filled in automatically on the sales order. 
 

 

6.4. Alternate flow 
It is also possible to save recurring purchase/sales lines from the sales invoice, purchase order and 
purchase invoice. 
 

6.5. Post conditions 
After using the save recurring purchase/sales lines-function and running through the wizard, the lines are 
saved under the entered standard purchase/sales code and it is linked to the vendor/customer. 
 
  



7. Change dimensions of posted entries 

7.1. Description 
Appsis makes it possible to change dimensions of posted documents.  

7.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

7.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
This feature will be explained based on the flow to update the dimensions of a general ledger entry.  
First you go to the Chart of Accounts, there you choose for example G/L account 700020. 
 

 
 
On the G/L Account Card you go to the general ledger entries. Therefore, you go to Account > Ledger 
Entries. 
 

 



 
On the General Ledger Entries-page, as on most of the other pages, the Change Dimensions-function can 
be found under Process. 
 

 
 
You might also find it under Actions: 
 

 
 
After clicking on Change Dimensions for the selected record, the Edit Dimension Set Entries page will 
open. Here, via Edit list, you can edit the dimension values, add new dimensions or remove dimensions. 
 

 



 
Once you finished changing the dimensions, you can simply click on OK. 
 
You will then be asked to confirm or discard your changes to the dimensions for the selected record(s). In 
this case, as you only selected one record, the message indicates that the changes will only be made to 
this, 1, selected record. 
 

 
 
Clicking 'No' here will discard any changes you attempted to make to the dimensions. Clicking 'Yes' will 
change the dimensions. Neither will generate feedback. 
 

7.4. Alternate flow 

Availability of the ‘Change Dimensions’ function 
The ‘Change Dimensions’-function can be found on the following pages: 

 General Ledger Entries (ListPage 20) 

 Customer Ledger Entries (ListPage 25) 

 Vendor Ledger Entries (ListPage 29) 

 Item Ledger Entries (ListPage 38) 

 Job Ledger Entries (ListPage 92) 

 Posted Sales Shipment (DocumentPage 130) & Posted Sales Shipments (ListPage 142) 

 Posted Sales Invoice (DocumentPage 132) & Posted Sales Invoices (ListPage 143) 

 Posted Sales Credit Memo (DocumentPage 134) & Posted Sales Credit Memos (ListPage 144) 

 Posted Purchase Receipt (DocumentPage 136) & Posted Purchase Receipts (ListPage 145) 

 Posted Purchase Invoice (DocumentPage 138) & Posted Purchase Invoices (ListPage 146) 

 Posted Purchase Credit Memo (DocumentPage 140) & Posted Purchase Credit Memos (ListPage 
147) 

 Resource Ledger Entries (Page 202) 

 Bank Account Ledger Entries (Page 372) 

 Phys. Inventory Ledger Entries (Page 390) 

 Job WIP Entries (page 1008) 

 Job WIP G/L Entries (Page 1009) 

 FA Ledger Entries (Page 5604) 

 Maintenance Ledger Entries (Page 5641) 

 Ins. Coverage Ledger Entries (Page 5647) 

 Value Entries (Page 5802) 

 Capacity Ledger Entries (Page 5832) 

 Service Ledger Entries (Page 5912) 

 Warranty Ledger Entries (Page 5913) 



 Posted Return Shipment (DocumentPage 6650) & Posted Return Shipments (ListPage 6652) 

7.5. Post conditions 

Using ‘Change Dimensions’ when multiple records are selected 
To be able to use the ‘Change Dimensions’ function when you selected multiple records, all of the 
selected records must have the same Dimension Set ID. If this is not the case, the following error 
message will be displayed explaining to the user that only records with the same Dimension Set ID can be 
changed, in batch, via the Change Dimensions-function. 
 

 
 
When all the selected records have the same Dimension Set ID, after clicking on ‘Change Dimensions’ the 
Edit Dimension Set Entries-page will open where you can make the required changes. After making the 
changes and clicking on OK, you will be asked to confirm or discard your changes to the Dimensions for 
the number of selected records.  
 

 
 

Using standard Business Central functionalities to conveniently change dimension of multiple 
records 
If you wish to change the Dimensions of certain records in the List you can first apply a filter to the List 
and then select all records. The most important filter for the usage of the 'Change Dimensions' action is 
the 'Dimension Set ID'. In the example you filter all records of the General Ledger Entries where the 
Dimension Set ID is equal to '1'. You can then easily select all the records in the filtered list and use the 
Change Dimensions function: 



 
 
  



8. Fiche 281.50 

8.1. Description 
Fiscal Fiche 281.50 must be drawn up for certain commissions, brokerage fees, refunds, accidental or 
non-accidental vacancy fees or honorary fees, bonuses or benefits in kind that are taxable professional 
income for the recipient. This is also the case if your business partner received business gifts from you 
for more than €125 in that financial year. It is necessary to draw up tax sheet 281.50, among other 
things, because otherwise the costs incurred will not be accepted as deductible professional expenses. 
 
The tax sheet 281.50 contains an overview of the allocated professional income mentioned above and is 
drawn up for each recipient. Only if you draw up a tax sheet 281.50 for these costs, you can deduct the 
expenses incurred as professional expenses.1 
 
This Appsis-functionality allows exporting the Fiche 281.50 from Business Central in a format so that it 
can be submitted electronically via the online tool Belcotax-on-web (BOW). 
 

8.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension. When Finishing the wizard, the fiche 
281.50 code will be automatically added to the countries/regions-page. It is also possible to add the 
codes to the countries via the Appsis Finance Setup. Therefore, you go to Actions > Fiche 281.50: Add 
Codes to countries. 

 

                                                           
1 https://www.zelfstandige.vlaanderen/wat-is-de-fiche-281-50/  

https://www.zelfstandige.vlaanderen/wat-is-de-fiche-281-50/


On the Fiche 281.50 tab, you can now see that the box is ticked off. 

8.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 

Setup 
Similar to the Intrastat Code that needs to be filled in on the Countries/Regions-table, a column Fiche 
281.50 Code was added to this table to enter the according country code for the country for which Fiche 
281.50 is applicable. When going through the steps mentioned above the codes will be filled in 
automatically. 

 
 

Vendor Card 
If you want to add a legal person to a Vendor, you first have to create a Vendor for example, L00120 Blue 
Inc.. 
 



 
 
On the Vendor Card, you can specify if the Legal Person is Not Included, a Natural Person or a Legal ntity. 
 

 
 

G/L Account Card 
In the Chart of accounts, you have to specify on the G/L account card whether it is 1 of the following 
groups: 

 Not included 

 Commissions 

 Fees or vacancy 

 Advantage in all kind 

 Costs 
 
First, you create G/L account. You go to Chart of Accounts > New.  
 



 
 
Then you create for example account G/L Account 613101 Commission Fees. When you go to fiche  
281.50, you can select the group. 
 

 
 

After creating a G/L Account, you can now post an invoice, for example a commission fee of 250 euro. 

You go to Purchase Invoices and you create a New invoice. First, you select a vendor, in this example 

vendor 107248 Blue Inc..  



 

Then you fill in the G/L Account: 613101 Commission fees. The commission fee here is 250 euros.  

 Then you Post the document. 

  



Generate XML 
You can navigate to the Fiche 281.50-page and add the right Year. The date filter will be automatically 
calculated. The possibility exists to use a test declaration.  
 

 
 
Some extra information is needed for Business Central to retrieve the needed lines as well as some extra 
information for the XML-export. Minimal Amount, Name Contactperson, Email Contactperson, etc. will 
be proposed by Business Central based on the last used information. However, these fields can still be 
edited. 
 

 
 
Generate the XML by using the Export function at the top. 



 
     
The Setup (minimum amount, name contact person…) will be saved as filter for the next time. 
 
When generating the Export function, you will receive an XML-file.  
 
 
 
  



9. Setup a standard type for purchase/sales lines and a standard 
quantity = 1 

9.1. Description 
A large number of companies that use Business Central only use it for their bookkeeping. As a result, 
they only work with general ledger accounts and not with items. Since the quantity, when using G/L 
accounts, is of little importance, the vast majority of the entries are always made with Quantity = 1. 
 
This functionality makes it possible to indicate both in general and per user a standard type for sales lines 
as well as a standard type for purchase lines. Besides, you can specify that the quantity field is set to 1 
when you fill in the no. field of the sales or purchase line. 
 

9.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 
To setup the standard Type for the lines and the default quantity 1, navigate to the User Setup page. Per 
user you can select a standard Type for sales lines, a standard Type for purchase lines and indicate 
whether you want to use the default Quantity 1. 
 

 
 
In order to select a Standard Lines for Sales (i.e. the type), you first need to check the Standard Sales 
checkbox. You can choose from the standard types available in Business Central (empty, G/L Account, 
Item, Resource, Fixed Asset and Charge (Item)). 
The process to set this up on the purchase side is similar. Finally, you can check the ‘Default Quantity on 
Line 1’-checkbox. This marks that the Quantity field will be set to 1 for each line of the standard Type.  
 

9.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
To setup a standard type for sales and purchase lines and a standard quantity = 1, navigate to User 
Setup. Scroll right in order to see the fields necessary for the setup. 



 
 
Now, if the DIRECTOR user creates or modifies a sales order, when entering a new sales line the Type 
‘Item’ will be selected automatically. After validation of the Item No. the field Quantity will be set to 1. 
 
In addition, if the DIRECTOR user enters a second line of the type G/L Account, the Quantity field will not 
be set to 1 but will remain empty (also after validation of the No. field). 
 

9.4. Alternate flow 
The standard types and quantity can also be used for purchase orders.  



10. Setup a standard selection for posting documents 

10.1. Description 
This feature makes it possible to select a standard option per user when posting documents. When 
posting sales orders or purchase return orders you can select ‘ship’, ‘invoice’ and ‘ship & invoice’. 
Similarly, when posting purchase orders or sales return orders, you have the option to ‘receive’, ‘invoice’ 
and ‘receive & invoice’. 
 

10.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

10.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
To setup a standard posting option for sales and purchase documents, navigate to User Setup. Scroll 
right to see the fields necessary for the setup. 
 
Now, select an option for the fields: posting option sales order, posting option purchase return order, 

posting option purchase order and posting option sales return order. 

As shown on the picture below, the options for the first two (Sales Order and Purchase Return Order) are 

‘Ship’, ‘Invoice’ and ‘Ship & Invoice’. For the last two (Purchase Orders and Sales Return Orders), the 

options are ‘Receive’, ‘Invoice’ and ‘Receive & Invoice’. 

In this example, you go to the User ID ‘Director’ and you choose the posting option ‘Ship’ for a Sales 

Order. 

 

 

You now go to Sales Orders > New. You fill in the customer and the sales lines. Then you go to Posting > 

Post. There you can see ‘ship’ is automatically ticked off. You can still change the option if you like. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



11. Block Shipping/Invoicing or both for specific users and specific 
documents. 

 
You can not only select the standard selection for posting documents, but you can also block 
shipping/invoicing for specific users and documents.  
As shown on the picture below, the options for the first two (Sales Order and Purchase Return Order) are 

‘None’, ‘Ship’ and ‘Invoice’. For the last two (Purchase Orders and Sales Return Orders), the options are 

‘None, ‘Receive and ‘Invoice’.  

In this example, you go to the User ID ‘Director’ and you choose the posting option ‘Invoice’ for a sales 

order.  

 
 
You now go to Sales Orders > New. You fill in the customer and the sales lines. Then you go to Posting > 

Post. There you can see you can only ship the sales order. There is no option to invoice the order. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



12. Structured reference 

12.1. Structured Reference for Purchase Invoices 

Description 
In the (Posted) Purchase Invoice, a field is added to enter a structured communication. After, when using 
the EB Payment Journals to suggest vendor payments, the structured message will be filled in as 
Payment Message. This way this structured message will be used for the payment (Export xml). 
 

Preconditions 
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
You first create a purchase invoice. You navigate to Purchase Invoices > New. On the Purchase Invoice 
the field Structured Message can be used to enter the structured communication communicated by the 
vendor. 
The structured message can be entered both in the structured message-format +++###/####/#####+++ 
or without the format. 
 

 

 



Besides, upon validation of the Structures Message field, the entered number will be checked according 
to the modulo 97-check. This works for all formats. 
 

 
 
After posting the Purchase Invoice, the Structured Message field is still editable on the Posted Purchase 
Invoice: 
 

 
 
Now, when navigate to the EB Payment Journals. As you Suggest Vendor Payments, the structured 
message will be filled in as Payment Message. This way, when you go to Export Payment Lines, the 
structured communications will be entered on the bank payment.  



 
 
Besides Appsis will recognize if the Payment Message contains a structured message or not. If this is the 
case, the boolean Standard Format Message will be checked. 
 

12.2. Structured Reference for Sales Invoices 

Description 
To make (electronic) banking easier, payment references can be used for Sales Invoices. In Belgium we 
often work with a fixed format, i.e. the structured reference (e.g. +++090/9337/55493+++). The 
advantage of this format is that 2 control numbers are added (modulo 97). These 2 control numbers 
prevent possible typing errors during the input of the structured communication. 
 
To make this possible, Structured Reference field is added to the Sales Invoice. The customer then, must 
enter the Structured Reference when making the payment for that invoice. 
Besides, when handling customer payments, the Structured Reference must be included in the CODA 
and CAMT/XML processing of the bank statement. This will make the automatic application much more 
efficient. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
When Posting (i.e. Invoicing) a Sales Document, the Structured Reference will be generated 
automatically. 
 
First you navigate to Sales Invoices > New. You create a Sales Invoice for Customer 10000 Adatum 
Corporation. You fill in the sales lines, for example item 1900-S, quantity = 1. 



 
 
Then you Post the invoice. When you go to the Posted Sales Invoice, you can see a Structured Message 
is added. This structure reference exists of the Posted Sales Order No. with zeros added at the front so 
there are 10 characters. Based on this 10-character number, two digits are added at the back for the 
modulo-97 check. 
 

 
 



 
 
When you receive the Bank Statement including the payment of that invoice, you navigate to Financial 
Journals > Bank > Import Bank Statement.  
 

 
 
After importing the Bank Statement, you see there is made a payment by customer 10000 of 193,70 
euro. The structured message is filled in automatically.  



 
 
Now you can Post the payment. 
 

 
 
You can now easily apply the invoice and the payment. 
 

Limit Posted Sales Order Invoice number series. 
Because the Posted Sales Order number is used for the Structured Reference, this No. Series is limited to 
10 digits (this is excluding the alphabetic or special character). 
 
 
 
  



13. Debt management 

13.1.  Description 
In Business Central there is no easy way to manage issued reminders or overdue customer entries. Users 
that handle these reminders usually contact the customer to handle these (open) customer entries and it 
could happen that the due date is moved or the reminder level is decreased/increased. 
With the Debtor Management you can handle all that and have a history of the interactions. 
So with this functionality you can see all your interactions with your customer regarding payments and 
create additional interactions. 
 

13.2.  Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation) 
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

13.3.  Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 

Setup Contact as Debt Manager 
To setup a contact as delegated Debt Manager for the Customer, from the Customer Card choose 
Navigate > Contact. 
 

 
 
On the next screen, select the Contact that acts as Debtor Manager and open the Contact Card. 
 

 



On the Contact Card tick on the field Debtor Manager to indicate that this contact person will act as 
debtor manager: 
 

 
 

Create interactions 
From the Customer Ledger Entries page, under Process you can start the Create Interaction Wizard. 
 

 
 
The first page of the Create Interaction wizard shows the Customer information and the Debtor Manager 
information. 



 
 
If, for that customer, a contact is marked as debt manager, the contact no. and additional information 
will be filled in automatically.  
Besides, under the Contacts-tab all contacts linked to the customer are displayed. The contact in bold is, 
as in standard Business Central, the general contact of the type company. The others are contacts of the 
type person. The contact in green is the Debtor Manager, as indicated on the contact card (debtor 
manager-field). 
 

 
 
Note that if you selected multiple debtor managers for one customer, Appsis will automatically propose 
the first contact (sorted upon contact no.) from the contacts list.  



 
However, the contact can still be changed by clicking on the AssistEdit of the Contact No.-field e.g. if the 
debtor manager of your customer could not be reached or if no default debtor manager is setup. 
 

 
 
Next, choose an Interaction Type (here you have the options Email, Phone, Mail and Others) and write a 
quick Interaction Summary. 



 
 
On the bottom of the page there is a quick summary of the selected customer ledger entry. 
 
On the second page of the wizard, the Due Date and the Reminder Level of the entry can be modified. 



 
 
Afterwards, click Finish to create the debtor interaction. note that you can always skip step 2 and step 3 
by clicking on finish directly. 
 

View Interactions 
From the Customer Ledger Entry-page you can view the interactions of the selected entry by clicking on 
Entry > Open Interactions. 
 

 
 



 
 
You can remove either the customer no. or the customer ledger entry field and click the Get Interactions 
action to get all the open customer ledger entries with their interactions. 
  



14. Checks when posting the purchase invoice 

14.1. Description 
This feature will check if the Total Invoice Amount equals to the invoice amount from the received 
invoice when posting (i.e. invoicing) a purchase invoice. This check will be done by first filling in a field 
Total Invoice Amount on the Purchase header with the amount from the invoice received from the 
vendor. This amount has to correspond with the sum of the purchase lines (including VAT) before the 
purchase invoice can posted. 
 

14.2.  Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation) 
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension. This can be enabled in the Appsis 
Finance Setup Page as shown below:  
 

 
 

14.3.  Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
 
Before entering the G/L Accounts, you must fill in the Total Purchase Invoice Amount.  



 
 
When a different amount occurs, you will receive an error as you can see here:  
 

  



15. Checks mandatory dimensions on G/L Accounts 

15.1. Description 
The default dimensions linked to the G/L accounts are only checked when an invoice/credit memo is 
posted. In a lot of companies, the person who posts the invoice/credit memo is not the same person that 
entered the dimensions on the document. This is why this function adds the functionality that this check 
happens on release of documents in addition to the check on posting the invoice/credit memo. 

15.2. Preconditions (Use-Case preparation) 
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension. This can be enabled in the Appsis 
Finance Setup Page as shown below:  
 

 

15.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
To add mandatory dimensions to a G/L Account you first have to create a G/L Account. Navigate to Chart 
of Accounts > New. In this example, you create G/L Account 610000 Rent.  
 

 
 



 
Now you can add mandatory dimensions to this G/L Account. Therefore, you go to Account > 
Dimensions. You add the dimension Customer Group to the G/L Account. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
If you now try to release an invoice you will get a notification that you have to add the dimension. 
You navigate to Purchase Invoices > New. You create an invoice and fill in the Customer and Lines. There 
you add G/L Account 610000 Rent. 



 
 
If you want to release the invoice you will get the notification below. 
 

 
 

 
 



If you add the dimension you will no longer get this notification and the invoice will be released. 
 

 
 
  



16. Merge VAT Registration No. and Enterprise No. 
In the standard Business Central Belgium localization, you must use 2 fields to identify the right VAT 
Number. Because this is quite confusing, you have merged these fields to 1 particular field ‘VAT 
Registration No.’. 
 

  



17. Approval Vendor Bank Accounts 

17.1. Description 
Business Central offers the functionality to export vendor payments as an XML file which can be 
uploaded in the bank software. The beneficiary bank accounts are managed using the vendor, more 
specifically using the vendor bank accounts linked to the vendor. Changes on the vendor bank accounts 
can therefore have far-reaching consequences. 
 
Some companies like to add an extra layer of control to this crucial data. This is why Appsis adds an 
approval flow to the vendor bank accounts and prevents non-approved vendor bank accounts to be used 
to export payments. 
 

17.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation) 
The Approval Vendor Bank Accounts is a workflow that can either be activated from the Appsis assisted 
setup or be added by creating a new workflow based upon a workflow template. 
You can navigate to Assisted Setup. 
 

 
 



 
 
Open the “ (+) Change Vendor Bank status to Pending Approval.” response in the newly created 
workflow. 

 
 
Then continue by clicking on “Create an approval request for the record using approver type…” 
Here you select the following options: 

- Approver Type:   Approver 
- Approver Limit Type:  Specific Approver 



- Approver ID: ID of the person who has to approve (please select a different userID from the user 
that will trigger the approval flow while testing) 

 

 
 
Click on OK and finish of by enabling the workflow. 
 

17.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
In this example you navigate to a Vendor and you go the tab ‘Payments’. There you can see the 
Preferred Bank Account Code.   
 

 
 



 
 
You now create a new preferred bank account code. The status of the vendor bank account upon 
establishing is “Open”.  
 

 
 
Once all the information has been added it can be sent for approval which makes the status change to 
“Pending approval”. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Now an approval entry is created and this can be approved using the default approval functionality. 
 

 
 
Once the vendor bank account card is approved it obtains the status “Released”. 



 
 
The goal of this approval flow is that an unapproved vendor bank account card can’t be used to export a 
payment. 
 
So if you navigate to an EB Payment Journal and you use function “Check Payment Lines” or “Export 
Payment Lines” and one or more vendor bank accounts with the status “Open” or “Pending approval” an 
error message will be shown. 
 

 
 



  



18. Approval posted purchase invoices 

18.1. Description 
According to Belgian law all received valid purchase invoices have to be posted in the bookkeeping. If the 
company disputes a purchase invoice it may refuse to pay it and demand a credit note to cancel the 
invoice.  
 
In default Business Central the only approval flow of the purchase invoice is an approval flow before 
posting the invoice. An approval flow after posting the invoice and before the payment of the invoice is 
not possible. This module offers the possibility to activate an approval flow after posting the purchase 
invoice while blocking the payment until it’s approved. 
 

18.2. Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation) 
The Approval Posted Purchase Invoice is a workflow that can either be activated from the Appsis assisted 
setup or be added by creating a new workflow based upon a workflow template. 
 

 
 
Proceed by clicking on “(+) Change Posted Purchase Invoice status to Pending Approval.” In the “Then 
Response” column. 
 



 
 
Then continue by clicking on “Create an approval request for the record using approver type…” 
Here you select the following options: 

- Approver Type:   Approver 
- Approver Limit Type:  Specific Approver 
- Approver ID:  ID of the person who has to approve (please select a different userID 

from the user that will trigger the approval flow while testing) 
 



 
 
Click on OK and finish of by enabling the workflow. 
 

18.3. Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
You navigate to a purchase invoice and you post the invoice. 
 
Once posted navigate to the posted purchase invoice. 
On the posted purchase invoice you can see that the status is Pending Approval and that you have the 
necessary approval buttons. 

 
 



You can also see that an approval entry has been created. 
 

 
 
If you now navigate to the vendor ledger entries, you see that “On Hold” is filled and can’t be emptied. 
This will stay like this as long as the status of the posted purchase invoice is “Open” or “Pending 
Approval” assuring the payment can’t be exported as long as the posted purchase invoice isn’t approved. 
 

 
 
Now the user for whom the approval request is created navigates to his requests to approve and 
approves the request. 
 

 
 
Now the posted purchase invoice has the status released.  
If you go to the vendor ledger entries of this vendor you see that now “on hold” is empty so this posted 
purchase invoice can now be exported as a payment. 
 



 
 

18.4. Alternate Flow 
If you navigate to “Appsis Finance Setup” you can find the Boolean “Send Approval After Posting” under 
“Approval Posted Purchase Invoice”. 

 
 
If this Boolean is on true (default value) the approval request is sent automatically after the purchase 
invoice is posted. 
 
If this Boolean is switched to false upon posting the purchase invoice no approval request will be send 
and the posted purchase invoice will obtain the status “Open”. 
Now the posted purchase invoice has to be sent for approval manually by navigating to the posted 
purchase invoice and click on “Send Approval Request”. 



 
  



19. Various finance improvements 

19.1. Selecting a Purchase Journal Template on the Vendor Card 

Description 
This feature makes it possible to select a Journal Template for Purchase Invoices and Purchase Credit 
Memo’s on the Vendor Card. 
 

Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the Vendor Card, under the Invoicing-tab, there are two journal templates which can be chosen for 
the selected vendor: 

 Journal Templ. Purch. Invoice 

 Journal Templ. Purch. Cr. Memo 

 
For these fields you have the possibility to choose a General Journal Template of the type Purchase. 
 
The Journal Templ. Purch. Invoice, if chosen, will be applied to the Purchase Quote/Order/invoice on the 
validation of the Vendor No. 
The Journal Templ. Purch. Cr. Memo, if chosen, will be applied to the Purchase Credit Memo and 
Purchase Return Order on the validation of the Vendor No. 
 



 
 
If no Template is specified on the Vendor Card the standard Templates for the Invoices or Credit Memos 
will be chosen from the Purchase & Payables Setup. 
 

 
 
Besides, you will always be possible to change the Journal Template Name on the purchase documents. 
 
Finally, when changing the Pay-to Vendor on the purchase document under the Shipping and Payment-
tab, the Journal Template Name will be changed accordingly.  



 
 
 

19.2. Account Name on EB Payment Journal and possible to click through 

Description 
On the EB Payment Journal, the Account Name is added as a column to the Payment Journal Line. 
Besides, clicking on the Account Name will open the Vendor or Customer Card. 
 

Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the EB Payment Journal, the Account Name is added as a column to the Payment Journal Line.  



  
 
Besides, clicking on the Account Name will open the Vendor or Customer Card. 
 

 
 
 

19.3. Fill in Bank Account on all EB Payment Journal lines 

Description 
On the EB Payment Journal, the Bank Account of all EB Payment Journal Lines can be filled by the Fill 
Bank Account-function. This prevents that the Bank Account has to be filled line by line. 
 

Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the EB Payment Journal, when the Bank Account is not filled in on the EB Payment Journal Lines, 

 



 
You can first enter the Bank Account in the General-tab on top of the screen, next choose the Fill Bank 
Account-function. Now, the Bank Account will be filled in for all the EB Payment Journal Lines. 
 

 
 
 

19.4. Bank Account balance visible on the EB Payment Journal 

Description 
On the EB Payment Journal, the Balance of the selected Bank Account is displayed. 
 

Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the EB Payment Journal, when the Bank Account is entered, the Balance of that bank account will be 
displayed. 
 

 
 
 



19.5. Show Document from EB Payment Journal (Line) 

Description 
It is made easy to open the document of the selected EB Payment Journal Line directly from the EB 
Payment Journal-page. 
 

Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the EB Payment Journal, when you select a EB Payment Journal Line, it is made possible to easily 
open the Purchase Document (i.e. Purchase Invoice, Purchase Credit Memo). 

 
 
By clicking on Show Document, Business Central will display the posted purchase document: 
 

 
 

19.6. Navigate General Journals  

Description 
On the EB Payment Journal, the action General Journal is added as a button to the Payment Journal. 
Besides, clicking on the General Journal function will open the General Journal that can be posted 
immediate. 
 



Preconditions (Use-Case Preparation)  
The feature will be available after installing the Appsis extension, no further set up is needed. 
 

Basic flow (Use-Case Walkthrough) 
On the EB Payment Journal, the following action has been foreseen to open the general journal directly.  
 

 
 
Then you can select the right journal template to use.  
 

 
  



20. Modifications for finance related screens 

20.1. Display General and VAT Posting Groups on Subforms 

Description 
By personalizing the pages, the user can now add Posting Groups (VAT Prod. Posting Group, VAT Bus. 
Posting Group, Gen. Bus. Posting Group & Gen. Prod. Posting Group) to the lines on the following pages: 
 

 Sales Quote Subform (95) 
 Sales Order Subform (46) 
 Sales Invoice Subform (47) 
 Sales Cr. Memo Subform (96) 
 Purchase Quote Subform (97) 
 Purchase Order Subform (54) 
 Purch. Invoice Subform (55) 
 Purch. Cr. Memo Subform (98) 
 Posted Purch. Invoice Subform (139) 
 Posted Purch. Cr. Memo Subform (141) 
 Posted Sales Invoice Subform (133) 
 Posted Sales Cr. Memo Subform (135) 

 

20.2. Order No. visible on Get Receipt Lines… and Get Shipment Lines… 

Purchase invoice 
When using the Get Receipt Lines… on the Purchase Invoice, the Order No. is made visible as a column 
displaying the Purchase Order No. (next to the Document No., which displays the No. of the Posted 
Purchase Receipt). 

 
 



 
 

Sales invoices 
Similarly, a column with the Document No. is added to the Get Shipment Lines-page. 
On the Get Receipt Lines… (from the Sales Invoice), the Order No. is made visible as a column displaying 
the Sales Order No. (next to the Document No., which displays the No. of the Posted Sales Shipment). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Purchase Credit Memos 
 

 
 

Sales Credit Memos 
 

 
 

20.3. CODA Statement Lines 

Description 
The fields Statement Amount, Statement Message and Name Other Party were added to the CODA 
Statement Lines-page. 



 
 
Statement Amount specifies the amount of this movement. 
Statement Message is the structured or free communication from the bank transaction. 
Name Other Party displays the name of the Customer, Vendor … 
 
 
 
 
 
 


